SCENAR – A new medical paradigm
By Dr. John Hache, HD, PhyD, DNM
The human body is composed of water, minerals and protein. In principle, for easier
understanding of the following concept, collagen would be the most prevalent protein
substance. Principally collagen not only keeps the living cells stuck together but also
acts as a communication network. It is a living web transporting information
throughout the body. Every single cell is crisscrossed by these fibres. The single cell
receives its information via this fibrous network as collagen is highly electrically
conductive. In the words of The Hungarian-American biochemist Albert von SzentGyorgyi (1893-1986)who was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for
his discoveries relating to cell respiration and to the composition of vitamin C. He also
did important work on the chemistry of muscle contraction - “The cell is powered by
pure energy – when this energy slows down – the cell gets sick – when energy stops –
the cell dies”. Obviously, the cell is supplied with energy via this collagen matrix.
The obvious impediments to cellular information down this superhighway could be
caused by different levels of trauma whether physical or emotional.
On the Physical level, they could be caused by scar tissue. Scar tissue builds electrical
energy that has been measured to be as high as 1.5 volts. This energy build- up
paralyzes the cell, creating an electro-magnetic field greater than the passage of
micro current through the single cell. This in turns blows the sodium-potassium
pumps whose job it is to create energy at the cellular level. When this happens, in
Professor Gyorgyi’s terms, the cell gets sick. It begins to accumulate waste products
that slowly paralyze it causing the cell to swell and slowly die. Energy is diverted to
pathways of lesser resistance, robbing groups of cells of information and energy.
These cells may become rogues in time turning against their very own vital host.
One the emotional level, it is impossible to have a thought whether positive or
negative, without sending a resultant shockwave throughout the body. This
shockwave, as was first described by Ryke Geerd Hamer may have a resultant effect on
the Central Nervous System. Dr. Hamer suggests that when we are in a stressful
conflict that is not resolved, the emotional reflex centre in the brain which
corresponds to the experienced emotion (e.g., anger, frustration or grief), will slowly
break down. Each of these emotion centres are connected to a specific organ. When a
centre breaks down, it will start sending wrong information to the organ it controls,
resulting in the formation of deformed cells in the tissues, for example cancer cells.
This knowledge leads us back to the principle of information and energy as well as
blocked pathways as was earlier described with scar tissue.
The body tends towards harmony and health, this is necessary for reproduction of the
species.
The SCENAR (acronym for Self Controlled Energo Neuro Adaptive Regulation) clears
these pathways making the resultant disease state impossible.
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The body is a complex of electric/electronic componentry. In fact it is electricity that
acts as a kind of commander, giving orders to the body’s biochemical makeup. Without
electricity, the body would be lifeless. These commands are given in the form of pulsed
current via the Central Nervous System and its cellular network. The SCENAR also
produces pulsed current in harmony with that which is produced by the body.
Through what is called Neurofeedback, information is gathered from an area of the
body which has been either traumatized or where control and identity has been lost.
Information about these areas is fed to the Brain and the brain is now responding back
through the SCENAR. The SCENAR being both a transmitter and receiver feeds the
information back to the brain in an endless loop, constantly changing its frequency.
The constantly changing frequency information does not allow the brain to go into its
usual habituation mode. It can be imagined that the brain will go into a slight frenzy of
activity at this point, not knowing if the information that it is receiving is vital to its
survival. This is achieved via the skin which is one of the most important senses of the
body through its “C” fibre network. It is noted that the brain, residing in a protected
place within the cranium relies heavily on its sensory nervous system for its very
survival.
The body then calls on its onboard pharmacy of “Neuropeptides” or “information
molecules” to normalize its information pathways. This will gently jog the body back
into a state of homeostasis or “equilibrium”.
This will not always happen with a single treatment as the brain receives up to 40
billion bits of information every second but can really only deal with approximately 3
million bits of information per second. The SCENAR forces the brain to accept the
information that it is supplying as vital to its survival unless other emergencies arrive in
the meantime. As the SCENAR treatment will continue for up to 72 hours, the body
needs to reorganize its own priorities and does require that the patient change
somewhat his lifestyle to permit these changes or priorities to take over.
Certain patients are very low in energy and therefore it can take several treatments
before this vital energy is restored to a healing level which would permit the body’s full
healthy reorganization better known as “homeostasis”.
"Discovery is seeing what everybody else
has seen, and thinking what nobody else has thought." (Albert von Szent-Gyorgyi)
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